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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A propulsion member ‘for water-borne vessels and able 
to extract propulsion energy from the incident waves 
comprises a ?exible ?n member with a relatively rigid 
leading edge and relatively ?exible trailing portion, the 
?n being de?ected to produce forward motion by the 
ambient water pressure. 

Field of the invention 

This invention is concerned with propulsion members 
for water-borne vessels, and especially but not exclusively, 
to such members of the kind that can be employed in 
systems utilising wave energy for moving the vessel. 

Description of the prior art 

A number of attempts have been made hitherto to 
provide propulsion members for vessels, and to provide 
propulsion systems utilising wave energy. Such systems 
known hitherto usually comprise a plurality of non-?exi 
ble vanes or paddles that are pivotally mounted on the 
vessel below the water line, the vanes or paddles being 
moveable by the waves, or by some auxiliary mechanism, 
about their pivots to an attitude in which they are pro 
pelled in the desired direction by the vertically moving 
water in the waves. 

Summary of the invention 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
new propulsion member for use in the propulsion of 
water-borne vessels. 

It is another object to provide a new propulsion system 
of the kind wherein propulsion energy is obtained from 
the wave motion of the ambient water. 

In accordance with the present invention there is pro 
vided a new ?exible ?n propulsion member for any form 
of water-borne vessel, which may for example comprise 
full size vessel, models thereof and toys, comprising at 
least one generally planar ?n member adapted to be 
mounted on the vessel extending therefrom below the 
water line thereof, said ?n member comprising a rela 
tively rigid leading edge ‘portion extending transverse to 
the intended direction of movement of the member, and 
a relatively ?exible resilient trailing portion, the ?exi 
bility of at least the trailing portion being such that the 
?n is deformed from a predetermined median attitude by 
the pressure of the ambient water to an inclined or de 
clined attitude in which relative movement between the 
?exible ?n and the Water will urge the ?n ‘for move 
ment in the desired direction, and the resilience of the 
?exible ?n urging it to return by its own resilience to its 
median attitude. 
Also in accordance with the invention there is pro 

vided a new propulsion system for any form of water 
borne vessel, which may for example comprise full size 
vessels, models thereof and toys and of the kind using 
wave energy of the incident waves for propulsion of the 
vessel, said system comprising at least one ?n member 
as speci?ed in the immediately preceding paragraph, the 
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said trailing portion of the ?n being deformed to the said 
inclined or declined attitude by the incident waves. 

Description of the drawings 

FIGURE 1 is a view in elevation from below of a 
single hulled vessel to show the propulsion system thereof 
in a plan view, . 
FIGURE 2 is a side elevation of the embodiment of 

FIGURE 1, 
FIGURE 3 is a cross section of one of the ?ns of the 

embodiment of FIGURES 1 and 2, taken on the line 
3—3 of FIGURE 1, 
FIGURE 4 is an end elevation of one of the ?ns, 
FIGURE 5 is an end elevation of another single hulled 

embodiment showing the manner in which the ?ns may 
be mounted and moved between operative and storage 
positions, 
FIGURE 6 is a section through a vessel hull to show 

a detail, 
FIGURE 7 is a view similar to FIGURE 1, of a cata 

maran type vessel, to show the application of the inven 
tion thereto, 
FIGURE 8 is another view, similar to FIGURE 1, of 

another type vessel employing an auxiliary hull, 
FIGURE 9 is a side elevation of the embodiment of 

FIGURE 8, 
FIGURE 10 is a rear end view of a further embodi 

ment, 
FIGURES l1 and 12 are respectively a plan view from 

above and a side elevation of the embodiment of FIG 
'URE 10. 

Description of the preferred.‘ embodiments 
Similar parts are given the same reference in all the 

?gures of the drawings. 
Referring especially to FIGURES 1 to 4, there is illus 

trated therein a boat 10 of conventional single hull form 
with a longitudinally-extending central keel 11 and steer 
ing rudder 12, the boat ?oating in water which is indi 
cated generally by the reference 13'. The boat is to ibe 
propelled entirely by wave energy and the propulsion 
system for this particular embodiment comprises six gen 
erally planar ?n members 14, disposed in three pairs 
spaced along the keel and so mounted that they are well 
below the water line of the boat. The ?ns of each pair 
extend in opposite directions from the keel with their 
planes generally horizontal and coplanar. 
A propulsion system can be provided using one or 

more ?ns, and their number, shape, size and arrange 
ment may vary from 'vessel to vessel. I will therefore 
?rst describe what I believe at the present time to be es 
sential features of my new ?ns, and of the manner in 
which they can be employed in a wave-energy utilising 
propulsion system. Thereafter, a description will be given 
of several possible variations in construction, both for 
the ?ns themselves and the systems in which they are in 
corporated. 

Each ?n comprises a root portion 15, a relatively rigid 
leading edge portion 16 integral with the root portion 
and extending therefrom transverse to the intended di 
rection of movement of the vessel, and a relatively flexi 
ble resilient trailing portion 17. A junction between these 
two portions is indicated by broken line 18, but it will 
be understood that preferably the tWo portions merge 
smoothly into one another without any abrupt change of 
characteristic. 

In this particular preferred embodiment each two ad 
jacent ?ns have a common unitary root portion which 
is ?xed to the keel. The ?ns extend from any part of the 
vessel hull below the water line and in directions which 
generally have a component that is horizontal and per~ 
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pendicular to the direction of movement; more particu 
larly in this embodiment they extend horizontally and 
perpendicular to the keel. Each leading edge is swept 
back at a general angle A relative to a line perpendicular 
to the length of the keel, and preferably does not extend 
in a straight line; for example in the ?n illustrated the 
edge is convex forwardly nearer to the root portion, and 
becomes concave forwardly toward the tip. It will be 
noted further that preferably the trailing edge 19 also 
is not straight, but is smoothly curved concave rearwardly 
from the smoothly rounded tip to the root portion. The 
width and thickness of the leading edge portion decrease 
progressively and smoothly from the root to the tip. A 
suitable cross-section for the leading edge portion is 
shown in FIGURE 3, and it will be seen that the front 
edge is rounded while the edge portion itself is of hydro 
dynamic cross-section such that the ?n passes through 
the water with the minimum turbulence. 
The trailing portion 17 is relatively ?exible, as com 

pared with the root and leading edge portions, and is made 
su?iciently resilient that it is returned by its own resil 
ience to a ?at median attitude shown in FIGURES 2 to 4 
in solid lines. The ?exibility and the resilience are inter 
related; the degree of ?exibility of each ?n is predeter 
mined by its construction and it should be properly se 
lected, since ?ns that are not su?iciently ?exible, or that 
are too ?exible, will not be as ef?cient as ?ns of correct 
?exibility. The approximate extend of the ?exibility in the 
longitudinal direction parallel to the keel is indicated by 
the angle B illustrated in FIGURE 3, while the approxi 
mate extent of its ?exibility in the transverse direction 
perpendicular to the keel is indicated by the angle C il 
lustrated in FIGURE 4, and experiments show that eifec 
tive propulsion was achieved with angles of between ap 
proximately 2° to approximately 30°, depending on fac 
tors such as water pressure and general wave conditions. 

Referring especially to FIGURE 2, the operation of a 
propulsion system in accordance with the invention is 
at present believed to be as follows: as is well known, 
the water in a wave moves almost completely with a 
vertically up~and-down motion, as indicated by the ar 
rows 20, with little or no motion in the direction of the 
propagation of the wave. Consider ?rst the pair of ?ns 
at the bow of the boat; as a wave approaches the bow it 
moves upward with the water and the ?n trailing portion 
is deformed from the said median attitude to a down 
wardly curved attitude shown in broken lines, and at this 
moment water pressure on the upper side of the ?n bends 
the ?n downwards to an upwardly inclined attitude, and 
presses the ?n forward, thereby urging the boat forward 
using energy extracted from the wave. As the direction 
of movement of the water and the bow is reversed the 
?ns are de?ected to an opposite attitude (shown in FIG 
URE l for the ?ns at the stern of the boat), and as the 
ambient water moves downward past the ?n the latter is 
moved forward, thereby moving the boat forward with 
energy extracted from the wave. It will be seen that a 
forward propulsion force is obtained with each ?n as a 
wave is propagated past it, and all of the ?ns will there 
fore contribute in producing the total forward motion 
of the boat. 
Each ?n will also de?ect or distort transversely, as il 

lustrated by the angle C, upward and downward under 
the effect of the water movement, but for clarity of il 
lustration such de?ection is not shown in FIGURE 2. 
In other embodiments it may be preferred for the ?n to 
have different angles to the horizonal in their median 
attitude, either upward or downward. It will be seen that 
the effect of both the longitudinal and transverse de?ec 
tions is to incline or decline the general plane of the ?n 
to what is referred to herein as an inclined or declined 
attitude. 

In some embodiments also it may be preferred to 
mount the ?ns so that they can be turned in their own 
plane about a vertical pivot axis, as indicated by the ref 
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4 
erence 21; when turned in this manner to an angle less 
than 90° they produce a turning effect on the boat and 
can be used for steering without the need for a steering 
rudder 12, which can therefore be omitted. Another ad 
vantage of so mounting the ?ns for turning is to permit 
them to be rotated through 180°, when required to re 
verse the direction of the boat. 
The preferred minimum number of ?ns is two pairs, 

one pair at the bow and the other at the stern. As the 
size of the boat is increased the effective size of the ?ns 
should also be increased, and if more ?ns are then pro 
vided they can be of smaller size. It is not essential for 
the ?ns to be disposed in pairs, and instead they can be 
staggered at intervals along the side or the bottom of 
the boat. In this particular embodiment described, having 
three pairs of ?ns, it is preferred that each ?n is not longer, 
in the transverse direction, than about 1/6 of the overall 
length of the boat. 
With the size and the weight of the boat known, and 

with the number, size and shape of the ?ns decided, the 
thickness and material for the construction of the fins 
can be determined. For smaller vessels ?bre glass and 
wood are very suitable materials, while for larger vessels 
stainless steel may be preferred. There are many other 
materials of suitable ?exible and resilient characteristic 
that can ,be used for construction of the ?ns. 

Since the ?ns extend a substantial distance transversely 
from the boat, in some embodiments it may be preferred 
to arrange that they can be folded at will (e.g. when in 
harbour) and an arrangement for this purpose is illus 
trated in FIGURE 5. Each ?ns is connected by a hinge 
22 to a corresponding transverse extension 11a of the 
keel. A strut 23 is pivoted at 24 to the ?n and passes 
through a sleeve 25 ?xed to the side of the boat. The ?n 
is held in operative position (as illustrated in the left 
half of the FIGURE 5) by a retainer pin 26 passing 
through holes in the sleeve 25 and a corresponding hole 
27 in the strut 23; the ?n is held in a stored position by 
engagement of the pin 26 in a corresponding hole 28 in 
the strut (as illustrated in the right half of FIGURE 5). 
With larger vessels more elaborate arrangements may be 
required and motor driven operators such as hydraulic 
pistons may be needed to move the ?ns between the two 
positions. 
FIGURE 6 illustrates a simple method of mounting 

each ?n or pair of ?ns for turning in its own plane about 
the said axis 21, the ?ns being mounted on a shaft 29 
passing through a water tight bearing 30 in the boat hull, 
the shaft being locked in the desired position by a screw 
threaded pin 31. All of the shafts can ,be coupled together 
by means, for example, of sprockets 32 and connecting 
chains (not shown), so that they can be turned simul 
taneously by operation of a hand wheel 33. Other ways 
of mounting the ?ns for such turning can of course be 
employed. 

_ FIGURE 7 illustrates the application of the inven 
tron to a twin-hulled catamaran-type vessel. The hulls are 
shaped at their facing sides to provide a venturi-type pas 
sage between them, and preferably a single large ?n is 
mounted in this passage below the water line with its 
leading edge portion 16 at the point between the hulls of 
InlIlllTlllII‘l width (and consequently maximum velocity and 
water pressure). 
FIGURES 8 and 9 illustrate the application of the in 

vention to a vessel comprising a main hull 10 and a sub 
sidiary float hull 29. The two hulls are connected together 
by a pair of parallel arms 30 which are freely pivoted at 
31 and 32 respectively to the two hulls. ‘One pair of ?ns 
14 are mounted at the bow of the main hull, while a 
second pair are mounted on the arms 30‘ between the two 
hulls but closer to the main hull, by means of vertically 
extending struts 33. As the ?oat 29 rises and falls with 
the waves it moves the rear ?ns, and the force available 
for ?n movement is equal to the force moving the ?oat, 
multiplied by the mechanical advantage of the lever 
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formed by the arms 30. The resulting increase in the verti 
cal moving force gives a corresponding increase in the 
pressure on the ?ns and thereby increases the forward 
propulsion force. It will be seen also that the structure 
comprising the arms 30, the float 29, and the ?ns 14 can 
readily be added to an existing main hull without substan 
tial modi?cation thereof. If desired additional ?ns can 
be provided, for example at the stern of the main hull. 

In the embodiments so far described, the ?n roots are 
?xed rigidly to the hull by any suitable means. It is also 
contemplated that ?ns in accordance with this invention 
could with advantage be employed in a propulsion system 
using pivoted ?ns. In such an arrangement the ?ns would 
be mounted for pivoting movement, but the relation be 
tween the root portion, the leading edge portion, and the 
?exible portion is still relatively ?xed, so that the ?ns in 
accordance with the invention are de?ned herein as of 
“?xed-root type,” even though the roots are not ?xed rel 
ative to the boat hull, such as in the embodiments de 
scribed in the next paragraph. 

In some embodiments, and in some circumstances such 
as calm weather or manoeuvring in harbour, insufficient 
propulsion force is available from wave energy alone and 
it is convenient to have an auxiliary propulsion means 
available, such as a small engine. An arrangement where 
by an engine can be used for propelling movement of the 
?ns is illustrated in FIGURES 10 to 12. At least one 
pair of the ?ns is mounted on a shaft 34 for oscillating 
movement about a horizontal axis 35. A vertically-extend 
ing lever 36 is connected by an arm 37 to the wheel 38 
mounted on a vertical axle 39. The wheel is rotated by a 
motor 40 by means of a pulley 41 and a connecting belt 
or chain 42. As the wheel 38 rotates the arm 36 moves 
longitudinally of the hull 10‘, oscillating the ?ns in the 
desired manner and propelling the boat forward. Guides 43 
are provided for the arm 36 and a mechanical stop of 
any suitable form and position is provided to hold the 
arm 36 ?xed in its median position when the motor is 
not in operation. It will also be seen that such an ar 
rangement permits manual propulsion of the boat by an 
operator grasping the arm 36 and rocking it back and 
forth. 

‘One or more ?exible ?ns in accordance with the inven 
tion can also be ?xed to the boat hull'with its general 
plane vertical, and can act in this attitude to extract for 
ward propulsion energy from any sideways rocking mo 
tion of the boat. Alternatively, or in addition, if suitably 
mounted such a vertical ?n will function as a highly effi 
cient rudder. If coupled to an engine, in a manner cor 
responding to that described for the embodiment of FIG 
UIRES 10 to 12, for side to side oscillating movement 
about a vertical axis, such a ?n can also function as an 
auxiliary propulsion member. 
What I claim is: 
1. A water-borne vessel comprising a propulsion system 

of the kind utilising wave energy of the incident waves for 
propulsion of the vessel, the said propulsion system com 
prising at least one generally planar ?exible ?n member 
of the ?xed root type as hereinbefore de?ned mounted on 
the vessel extending therefrom below the water line there 
of, said ?n member comprising a ?xed root portion con 
nected to the vessel, a relatively rigid leading edge por 
tion extending from said root portion transverse to the 
intended direction of movement of the vessel and of 
progressively decreasing rigidity in said transverse direc 
tion, and a relatively ?exible resilient trailing portion, the 
?exbility of at least the traling portion being such that 
the ?n is deformed from a predetermined median attitude 
by the pressure of the ambient water to an inclined or 
declined attitude in which relative movement between the 
flexible ?n and the water will urge the ?n for movement in 
the desired direction, and the resilience of the ?exible ?n 
‘urging it to return by its own resilience to its median at 
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6 
titude, the said ?exibility and resilience of the ?n mem— 
ber being such that the deformed ?n member effects the 
transfer of operative urging force from the ambient mov 
ing water to the said root portion and thereby to the ves 
sel. 

2. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 1, and com 
prising a plurality of said ?n members each carried by 
the vessel to extend therefrom below the water line gen~ 
erally horizontally when in its said median attitude. 

3. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
at least one ?n member is mounted for turning about a 
generally horizontal or vertical axis to provide steering 
motion for the vessel. 

4. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
all of the ?n members are mounted for turning about 
respective vertical axes to reverse the direction of propul 
sion thereof. 

5. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 1, where 
in at least one ?n member ismounted for oscillating rota 
tion about an axis, and there are provided mechanical 
means operatively connected to the said ?n member for 
oscillating it about the said axis to provide propulsion of 
the vessel by the said mechanical means. 

6. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 1, and c0m~ 
prising three pairs of ?n members mounted thereon to ex 
tend therefrom generally horizontally when in their median 
attitudes, a ?rst pair being mounted adjacent the vessel 
stern, a second pair being mounted adjacent the vessel 
stern, and the third pair being mounted approximately 
amidship. 

7. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 1, and com 
prising a main hull, a subsidiary ?oat hull, a lever system 
pivotally connected to the two bulls and connecting them 
together and at least one ?n member mounted on said 
lever system to extend therefrom below the water lines 
of the two hulls generally horizontally when in its said 
median attitude. 

8. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 10‘, and of 
the catamaran type comprising two spaced parallel con» 
nected main hulls, wherein a ?exible ?n propulsion mem 
ber is connected to both hulls and is disposed to extend 
between the two hulls below the water lines thereof gen~ 
erally horizontally when in its said median attitude. 

9. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
the leading edge of each ?n is swept back a substantial 
angle relative to the vessel keel, the said edge being 
smoothly curved convex forwardly nearer to the said root 
portion and concave forwardly nearer to the tip there 
of. 

10. A water-borne vessel as claimed in claim 9, where 
in the said leading edge portion is of generally hydro 
dynamic cross-section generally parallel to the intended 
direction of motion of the ?n member and the ?n member 
is of progressively decreasing cross-section from the lead 
ing edge portion to the trailing edge of the trailing por 
tion. 
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